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A LetteR fRoM the PReSiDent

 it is november 2015 
and i am lucky enough to 
be sitting at an old oak desk 
in room 211 of the Roycroft 
inn in east Aurora, n.Y., ad-
vertised on a 1940s colored 
postcard as “an urban inn of 
comfort and distinction… 
just 18 miles south of Buffalo, 
n.Y.” i’ll write more about my 
visit here and the connection 
to William Morris in the clos-
ing.

this letter will be my last as President, and the 
new Year will bring in a new slate of officers, includ-
ing a new President. i would like to take time to thank 

a great many people by name that have helped make 
my past two years as President fruitful. My most special 
thanks go to Margaretta frederick, Secretary, for all of 
her help. She has been my guiding light—always help-
ful in constructing a clear agenda, and a true wonder as 
the recorder of the minutes of our meetings. Given her 
other professional duties, she still managed to circulate 
our minutes within days. She will be greatly missed as 
secretary, but i am happy that she will continue to serve 
on the board for another year.

thank you to Linda hughes, Vice President for pro-
grams, who, along with her committee, worked so hard 
making all the arrangements for the successful meet-
ing at the Modern Language Association Convention in 
Vancouver, British Columbia in January 2015, and who 
continues to work to ensure that our MLA sessions in 
Austin, texas in January 2016 will be equally successful.

thank you to Clara finley, Vice President for pub-
lic relations and our social media coordinator. Clara 
maintains our excellent facebook page, with its wealth 
of lovely images and 4000+ “likes.” it is thanks to Clara 
that the excellent interviews have been published on 
such stars of the William Morris Society of the Unit-
ed States as florence Boos, Mark Samuels Lasner, and 
others. Without her leadership this form of oral history 
would soon be lost.

thank you to Jason Martinek, our treasurer. Jason 
has done a marvelous job of taking the William Morris 
Society of the United States into the modern world of 
banking by introducing our users to PayPal, which is no 
simple task. Jason, along with Jane Carlin, has also made 
a good start on the teaching Morris project, which will 
greatly assist in spreading the message of Morris.

i’d also like to offer thanks to our hardworking 
committee members. thanks to elizabeth Miller, who 
often provides good advice as to speakers to whom we 
might reach out; and to John Plotz, who is equally help-
ful with advice to the board. Jane Carlin of the Univer-
sity of Puget Sound has been most valuable in acting 
as our sales and mailing agent for our William Mor-
ris broadside (which can be purchased on our website); 
and our newest committee member, Morna o’neill, has 
brought a great deal to our leadership through her back-
ground in the arts. 

finally, to this very long list another special 
thAnK YoU goes to florence Boos, for all of her hard 
work in making Useful and Beautiful: The Newsletter of 
the William Morris Society of the United States such an 
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interesting and stunning publication. She may well cor-
rect these words, [ed., !] but it is due to florence’s hard 
work that our newsletter is so interesting and beautiful. 
one can only feel that William Morris would approve.

i started off this letter by mentioning that i was in 
east Aurora, n.Y., staying at the Roycroft inn. Perhaps 
there is no other place in America which has honored 
the name and spirit of Morris more than this small vil-
lage 25 miles south of Buffalo. the inn has a Morris 
Room and the elbert hubbard and Roycroft museum 
has a major display featuring a large picture of Wil-

liam Morris and information on his Kelmscott Press. 
the museum, commonly called the George Scheidem-
antle house and run by the Aurora historical Society, 
features a large plaque of William Morris by Jerome 
Connor which was later cast in bronze. A color repro-
duction of this plaque can be seen on the cover of the 
American Bungalow magazine (issue 27, fall 2000). the 
same plaque is reproduced in black and white as the 
frontispiece to the 1907 edition of hubbard’s William 
Morris Book: Being a Little Journey by Elbert Hubbard, 
& Some Letters, Heretofore Unpublished, Written to His 
Friend & Fellow Worker, Robert Thompson, all Throwing 
a Side-Light, More or Less, on the Man and His Times. 
hubbard had many flaws, but to the end, he and his 
son — who followed him as the head of the Roycroft 
Campus — continued to admire William Morris, and 
so Morris lives on in east Aurora.

i have enjoyed my past two years as President of the 
Society, and i would like to thank all of you for your 
support. i look forward to working as a board member 
for the next year and wish all the best to the incoming 
President. thanks again for a great two years! 

— Jack Walsdorf

KeLMSCott MAnoR VENUS  
AnD MoRRiS’S iDeA foR  

A ‘hoUSe of LoVe’ At ReD hoUSe

Julia Dudkiewicz

intriguing questions surround the origin, iconog-
raphy, authorship and dating of the mysterious Venus 
painting preserved at Kelmscott Manor as part of the 
May Morris Bequest (Society of Antiquaries of London, 
oil on canvas on a stretcher, undated, 132 x 62.5 cm, no. 
KM 357, fig. 1)1. A better understanding of the paint-
ing is important, as i will argue that Venus sheds light 
on the overall iconography of the Red house decora-
tive scheme. Although the painting is closely related to 
a surviving embroidery, some historians have previously 
called into question whether Venus was an appropriate 
subject for the Red house dining room hangings, sug-
gesting that goddesses did not fit in with the remaining 
selection of ‘illustrious women’.2 Yet none of the surviv-
ing contemporary accounts of the embroidery scheme 
explains what the intended overarching theme of the 
hangings would have been. Although undoubtedly ap-
plicable, the modern notions of ‘renowned ladies’3 or 
‘illustrious women’4 are generic and, consequently, so 
broad in scope that they do not appear to offer a full ex-
planation behind Morris’s choice of the specific group-
ing of characters.

it is hoped that the archival and stylistic evidence 
presented in this article will solve the scholarly contro-
versy demonstrating that the figures of Venus, and fel-
low goddess Artemis, were both conceived as an integral 
part of the Red house embroideries series. i will also 
investigate what overall thematic concept may have un-
derlain the selection of the dining room heroines, and if 
William Morris may have adopted a holistic approach 
to the subject matter of Red house interiors. Due to 
its medium and support being an oil painting on a 
stretched canvas, the function of Venus has long puzzled 
scholars. i will therefore endeavour to consider its origin 
and purpose in relation to the embroidery, proposing 
that the painted Venus was most likely an experimental 
adaptation of a functional design for the creation of an 
independent work of art. 

Although the Kelmscott Venus was recollected by 
May Morris as her father’s own work 30 years after his 
death, and consequently accepted as such, in this essay i 
will discuss the painting in the context of William Mor-
ris’s ethos of collaborative creative practice. Between c. 
1860 and his death in 1896, Morris worked closely with 
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his life-long friend edward Burne-Jones on a number of 
projects involving the story and image of Venus in dif-
ferent incarnations, revisiting similar iconographic mo-
tifs, a number of which feature prominently in the Venus 
painting. tracing this ongoing preoccupation with the 
subject, will inform the present discussion, shedding 
light on Morris’s and Burne-Jones’s clear attachment to 
the goddess of love and the wider significance of the Ve-
nus painting.

I. MorrIs as a FIguratIve artIst

Venus, carried out in oils on canvas, does not 
easily fit into William Morris’s oeuvre, since it is one of 
only two completed easel paintings linked to him, the 
other one being the more famous La Belle Iseult (tate 
Britain, 1858). there are also two further recorded 

ideas for oil paintings by Morris, both on the subject 
of tristram and iseult.5 it is generally accepted that the 
painting and drawing of the figure was not Morris’s 
forte, and that he only took it up under the charismatic 
influence of Rossetti in the summer of 1856.6 notably, 
Morris found the process of completing his La Belle 
Iseult extremely challenging and frustrating. the little 
known holdings of Morris’s life drawings in the Sanford 
L. Berger Collection offer further insights into his early 
endeavors to master the depiction of the human form. 
these works, dating from the mid-1850s (some possibly 
produced at his classes at Langham Chambers) and 
the Red house period, may have been used as Morris’s 
reference portfolio for various designs in the years to 
come.7 these rare sketches include only five female nudes, 
of which four are partially draped (the huntington, 
no. 2000.5.296, 2000.5.297, 2000.5.387, 2000.5.388). 

the remaining drawing (the 
huntington, graphite on paper, c. 
1862, no. 2000.5.21)8 is a study 
for Morris’s only other full female 
nude composition, Nympha Florum 
(V&A, pencil and ink wash, undated 
c. 1862, no. e.2792-1927, fig. 
3),9 demonstrating how unusual 
the naked female form was in 
his work. Nympha Florum and the 
Kelmscott Venus painting both 
convey delicate beauty, displaying 
some distinctive iconographic and 
compositional parallels, namely a 
floral garland around the figures’ 
hips, long flowing hair falling to 
their knees, and a contrapposto pose.

II. Venus For red House: early 
evIdence 

it is well known that after he 
quickly abandoned the aspiration 
to be a painter in favour of the ap-
plied arts, Morris created the great 
majority of his pictorial composi-
tions as functional designs rather 
than fine art, with one conception 
being sometimes revisited in more 
than one decorative medium (e.g. 
embroidery and stained glass). in 
this light, the Venus painting has 
been considered by Linda Parry 
and Dick Dufty in the context 

of their seminal discussions of the fig. 1 Venus , by William Morris and  
edward Burne-Jones

fig. 2 Venus embroidery design 
worked by Jane Morris
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Red house embroideries, and specifically in relation to 
the existing wall hanging of the same subject, to which 
the painting bears a close compositional resemblance 
(worked by Jane Morris, c. 1860-65, wool on linen, no. 
nt60226 national trust, fig. 2).10 Although not al-
ways an accurate historical source, it is notable that May 
Morris traditionally grouped the Venus painting with 
other Red house embroidered figures. in her Memo-
randum of 1926, it was recorded as ‘Red house Venus 
Design W. M.’ and listed in close succession after ‘Red 
house framed embroidered figures W.M.’11 the initials 
‘W.M.’ stood for authorship ascribed to her father. 

there is also cross-evidence confirming that May’s 
description of ‘Red house Venus Design W. M.’ did in-
deed refer to the painting under discussion. the room-
by-room inventory of the remaining contents of the house 
conducted by the auctioneers hobbs & Chambers just 
three weeks after the infamous Kelmscott Manor sale 
of 19-20 July 1939 describes the object in the ‘Passage 
Room’, previously recorded there by May as ‘William 
Morris’s “Venus” design in oils adapted from Botticelli, 
framed and glazed’, listed below ‘two Long needle-
work Panels, by William Morris, framed and glazed’.12 
May also lent the Venus painting to ‘the Centenary of 
William Morris’ exhibition at the Victoria and Albert 
Museum, together with three other figures, where it was 
listed under the heading ‘Designs for embroidery’ as ’82 
Aphrodite,’ and all four loans were catalogued as ‘for 
Red house’.13 As May had been the director of Morris & 
Co’s embroidery department since 1885, she would have 
developed a good working knowledge of William Mor-
ris’s embroidery projects, adding credibility to the ac-
curacy of this identification. We also know that the re-
lated unfinished Venus embroidery had been at one time 
in the possession of A. halcrow-Vestage.14 Mary Ann 
Sloane’s annotated copy of the Kelmscott Manor auction 
catalogue of 1939 has the name ‘Vestage’ written against 
lot 169 - ‘Study for one of the Series of figures, origi-

nally decorating the 
Red house’.15 this 
provides further 
evidence that May 
Morris’s description 
of ‘Red house Ve-
nus Design W. M.’ 
in the Memorandum 
must have referred 
to the oil painting 
(as opposed to the 
embroidery subse-
quently included in 
the sale).16 Second-
ly, it indicates that 
Venus was indeed 
part of the larger 
figurative scheme 
intended for Red 
house. this early evidence is significant, as it enables us 
to resolve the academic controversy over whether god-
desses belonged to the series.17 Moreover, the dimen-
sions shared by the embroidered and the painted figure 
(overall height excluding halo: 111 cm; embroidery with 
halo 118 cm) are also consistent with the height of other 
figures known to have belonged to the series (ranging 
between 99 to 115 cm measured from head to toe but 
without headgear; same figures with headgear: from 104 
to 118).18 

III. tHe red House FIguratIve eMbroIdery scHeMe

According to con temporary accounts there was only 
one distinct figurative embroidery scheme planned for 
Red house, specifically for the dining room, although it 
had not been completed. the intended subject and full 
scope of the project are largely unknown although Jane 
Morris’s notes of 1896 provide the most clues: ‘another 
scheme for adorning the house was a series of tapestries 

fig. 3 Nympha Florum

figs. 2.1, 2.2 & 2.5. Pencil and pen and ink drawings on the linen support of the Venus embroidery, attributed to Dante Gabriel Rossetti
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for the dining room – twelve large figures with a tree 
between each, two flowers at the feet and a pattern all 
over the background, seven of the figures were com-
pleted  ̶ and some of them fixed on their background.’19 
in addition to recording the number of hangings, and 
details of background decoration, Jane’s account also 
reveals that the figures were appliqués. the surviving 
pieces were originally completed on coarse plain linen 
and subsequently cut out and transferred to a separately 
embroidered woollen background. Consistent with Jane 
Morris’s account, counting the Venus wall hanging dis-
covered in 2007,20 there are exactly seven surviving em-
broideries, including Lucretia, Hippolyte, and Helen of 
Troy (or Flamma Troiae) (Castle howard, fig. 4) as well 
as Guenevere, St Catherine and Penelope (Society of An-
tiquaries of London, Kelmscott Manor).21 

there is also an existing cartoon for Artemis, some-
times referred to as Diana (tullie house Museum & 
Art Gallery trust, no. CALMG: 1949.125.77, fig. 5). 
two distinct sources support its origin as a design for 
the Red house dining room embroidery scheme and 
Morris’s authorship of the drawing. firstly, Artemis was 
reproduced in 1911 as a frontispiece to the ninth volume 
of The Collected Works of William Morris, and as edi-
tor May Morris captioned it in the list of illustrations 
as ‘Artemis: design by William Morris for one of the 
figures in the Red house embroidered hangings’ and 
described in in the Introduction as ‘an early drawing of 

my father’s, and … one of the series of renowned ladies 
that were being embroidered for the dining room at Red 
house.’22 Secondly, Gordon Bottomley recorded it in his 
notebook containing a list of the artworks hanging on 
the walls of his home The Sheiling in Silverdale, Lanca-
shire, as ‘Artemis by William Morris. one of a number 
of cartoons, similar in size, of goddesses and royal la-
dies, for embroidered curtains in the great parlour of 
the Red house at Upton, Kent.’23 no doubt Bottomley, 
who had acquired Artemis directly from Morris & Co, 
would have received this identification from the firm’s 
managing director h. C. Marillier, who sold it to him.24 

i would suggest that Mary Magdalene was another 
planned figure, as indicated by the large drawing on the 
subject in the Sanford L. Berger Collection (hunting-
ton Library, no. 2000.5.516, 121.9 x 43.8 cm, fig. 6), 
whose technique (i.e. wash, graphite and ink on paper), 
style, iconography, size and dating all correspond close-
ly to the remaining cartoons for the scheme discussed 
later in this article. Although the above design is partly 
covered in lead lines, this does not invalidate its ori-
gin as a Red house embroidery cartoon. other figures 
originally designed for the dining room hangings were 
also subsequently featured in Morris & Co. Windows 
Design Record Books (Birmingham Museums and Art 
Gallery, no 1940P604.5). Morris’s cartoon for Guinev-
ere25 is a good comparative example (tate, watercolour 
and graphite on paper, no. n05221, 126.4 x 55.2 cm, 

fig. 7). Additionally, the Mary 
Magdalene drawing shows 
several iconographic paral-
lels with Penelope, including a 
similar hairstyle and position 
of the head and neck, as well as 
the fact that both figures have 
their bare right foot showing 
from underneath their pat-
terned dresses. these stylistic 
similarities are so striking that 
they had previously prompted 
Diane Waggoner to comment 
on them in her discussion of 
the All Saints Church (Lang-
ton Green) stained glass com-
mission of 1863; even though 
the cartoon was identified and 
catalogued as ‘one of Morris’s 
earliest designs for stained 
glass’, its description neverthe-

figures 5 cartoon for Artemis, 6  Mary Magdalene & 7 cartoon for Guinevere. 
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less read: ‘the Mary Magdalene figure type and facial 
features were often to appear in Morris’s work from 
these years, as in a series of hanging embroideries that 
he designed for Red house, each depicting a legendary 
woman in a patterned dress’.26

Linda Parry has suggested that St. Cecilia may have 
also been part of the scheme, as evidenced by a draw-
ing in Morris’s notebook, which appears to be an early 
sketch for it.27 An embroidery design for Ariadne by ed-
ward Burne-Jones was lent to the ‘Centenary of William 
Morris’ exhibition by Sydney Cockerell and exhibited 
alongside the Red house cartoons for Guenevere and 
Flamma.28 however, unlike all the others it was not an-
notated ‘for Red house’, which implies that it is unlike-
ly it would have been part of the scheme; especially as 
Burne-Jones’s separate figurative embroidery frieze, dat-
ing to the same period and intended for Ruskin’s home 
at Brantwood, is known to have included Ariadne, as 
will be discussed later.

this means that almost all figures (10 out of 12) 
have now been traced, bringing together legendary and 
mythical queens, goddesses, saints, and mythological 
heroines. they are all consistently represented with an 
attribute and headgear, such as a crown or halo, signi-
fying their identity, and all share their look with ‘Pre-
Raphaelite stunners’, all without fail having red hair.29 
in all cases their facial features, including the outline 
of their eyes and colour of pupils, eyebrows and noses, 
are embroidered in the same red as their hair, creating 
a stylised look, also evident in the embroidered Venus. 

these qualities will perhaps make it possible to dis-
criminate between figures intended for the Red house, 
and a surviving unfinished embroidery of exactly the 
same size, which can nevertheless be differentiated by 
greater naturalistic modelling and colour variation of 
the embroidered face, including grey pupils and the use 
of black and brown threads (if considerably less skilled 
workmanship) (Phyllis, 1860-1863, t.122-1985, V&A). 
i would therefore suggest that Phyllis, executed on a 
coarser variety of linen, was intended for the contempo-
raneous embroidery scheme at Brantwood.

Iv. WHat unItes tHe dInIng rooM HeroInes?

Since Red house was located in the region of the 
Canterbury pilgrims and the embroideries championed 
women and featured the motif of a daisy, historically the 
scheme has been linked with Chaucer’s Legend of Goode 
Wimmen (1380s).30 Lucretia, however, is the only figure 
in common and there is no archival evidence to shed 

light on what overarching theme unified the Red house 
heroines. Due to its diversity, it is unlikely that the se-
lection would have taken inspiration from one literary 
source, although a number of the above characters are 
immortalized in Morris’s favourite works of literature, 
ranging from Jacobus de Voragine’s The Golden Legend 
through Thomas Malory’s Le Morte D’Arthur to William 
Shakespeare’s Midsummer Night’s Dream. 

Since Red house was built as a marital home and a 
love nest for William Morris and his bride, i would sug-
gest that the intended subjects of the embroidery scheme 
were in fact heroines representing different facets of love 
— from carnal desire through romantic love to religious 
worship. As an exploration of the wide spectrum of love 
and relationships, the embroidery scheme would have 
invited reflection on themes as diverse as faithfulness 
and infidelity, desire and abduction, elopement and 
abandonment, virtue and celibacy, as well as the dan-
gers of love, whose extreme forms have caused individ-
ual deaths and even wars. for example, the story of Pe-
nelope illustrates marital loyalty in the face of adversity 
and attention from multiple suitors, whilst Guenevere 
represents the weakness of giving into an extra-marital 
affair. As a victim of lust, Lucretia could only save her 
honour by killing herself following rape, whilst lusting 
after helen’s beauty brought about the trojan War and 
with it multiple deaths. Both St. Catherine of Alexan-
dria and St. Cecilia embody religious devotion, love of 
God and virginity; the former represents a ‘religious 
bride’ who experienced a mystical wedding with Christ, 
whereas the latter was forced into marriage but man-
aged to remain celibate due to her religious vows, and 
succeeded in converting her spouse to her faith.31 Mary 
Magdalene combines the theme of love of God with ro-
mantic love, according to apocryphal accounts, her rela-
tionship with Jesus had a physical aspect that included 
kissing, and according to legend she became an ‘apostle’ 
after his death. 

the Kelmscott painting appears to be the only re-
cord of the full imagery of the unfinished embroidery. 
it follows the traditional iconography of the birth of Ve-
nus, the Roman Goddess of love, beauty, sex, fertility, 
and desire, showing a full-length female nude emerging 
from the water towards the seashore. the figure’s long 
red hair falls to her knees, and she is wearing a wreath 
of pink roses. her modesty is preserved with a larger 
garland of roses around her hips, as well as the raised 
arms which cover her bosom as she wrings the water out 
of her hair. Across the bottom of the canvas a number 
of shells and coral branches lie on the sand, and the sea 
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contains stylized depictions of sea creatures, including a 
turtle on the shore and a large fish in the waves. Venus 
is shown against the uniform background of a deep blue 
sky extended over the better part of the picture plane, 
providing a contrasting backdrop to the foam falling 
from her hips. 

v. MorrIs’ Idea For a ‘House oF love’

if love had indeed been the intended overarching 
subject matter for the Red house dining room hang-
ings, then no doubt Venus, being the equivalent of the 
God of Love from Legend of Goode Wimmen, would 
have occupied a central place in the scheme. As such, 
the scheme would have fitted in with the symbolism of 
the two stained-glass figures prominently featured on 
the ground floor of Red house, Love and Fate, which 
appear to be patrons presiding over the house. in fact, 
it is likely that these allegories of Love and Fate jointly 
encapsulate the overarching idea for the choice of all 
the decorative subjects intended for Morris’s marital 
love nest – the Trojan War paintings in the hall, The 
Romance of Sir Degravant in the drawing room, and the 
romantic heroines in the dining room – all consistently 
revolving around the fortunes of love and together com-
prising his ‘house of love’. 

Burne-Jones himself confirmed that although he 
and Morris ‘schemed also subjects from troy for the 
hall’ the idea remained only as a scheme with no designs 
completed during the Red house period.32 however, it 
is most likely that the focus of these paintings would 
have been the legend’s love story rather then the military 
conflict, as indicated by Burne-Jones’s later treatment 
of the subject in the form of the Troy Polyptych (Bir-
mingham Museums and Art Gallery, 1872-1898, oil, 
no. 1922P178). it is likely that the scope of the polyp-
tych reflected the unfulfilled Red house troy scheme, 
with each of its panels representing a subject projected 
for Morris’s marital home, including the ‘Judgement of 
Paris’, ‘the Abduction of helen’, ‘helen Captive Amid 
the Burning flames of troy’, ‘Venus Concordia’, ‘the 
feast of Peleus’, and ‘Venus Discordia’. two of the pre-
della panels, the ‘Wheel of fortune’ and ‚Love Subdu-
ing oblivion’ are also consistent with the suggested 
overarching theme of the interiors.

the mural recently uncovered in the Morrises’ Red 
house bedroom, whose full meaning and scope is yet 
to be further researched and comprehended, shows a 
number of Biblical figures from Genesis, identified by 
the national trust Curator tessa Wild and nt house 

Manger James Breslin in 
collaboration with Jan 
Marsh (from left to right) 
as Adam and eve, noah, 
Rachel and Jacob.33 the 
group can nevertheless be 
interpreted as represent-
ing three of the Bible’s 
most striking love stories 
being accounts of mar-
ried life, and the changing 
fortunes within a marriage 
… for better or worse (in 
the face of temptation and 
subsequent expulsion from 
paradise and death; life-
threatening cataclysm; or 
the failure to conceive), of-
fering insights on marital 
love and child bearing—a 
most appropriate subject matter for a marital bedroom 
(!). 

vI. reconcIlIng grass and sea settIngs

however, despite all of this cross-evidence which 
consistently indicates that the figure of Venus would 
have been central not only to the dining room embroi-
dery scheme, but on a more universal level, to Morris’s 
idea of a ‘house of love,’ there remains one design incon-
sistency. if the intention was to show trees between the 
figures standing on a continuous flowerbed, then how 
would a figure emerging from the sea fit into the ar-
rangement? Dufty proposed that maybe this departure 
from the standard background design was problematic 
in compositional terms, and consequently accounted for 
the fact that the Venus embroidery had remained on its 
original linen support, and its background not started.34 
Yet Dufty’s argument is not valid as Guenevere also re-
mains on its working linen support. in fact, the labori-
ous embroidered backgrounds were only completed for 
three of the figures, all standing on land —Lucretia, 
Hippolyte and Flamma Troiae (Castle howard, fig. 4), 
revealing further details of the creative concept described 
by Jane Morris. having divided the woollen cloth into 
three distinct areas, the impression of perspective was 
achieved through receding spatial planes in the form of 
a flowerbed (mostly daisies) in the foreground; a raised 
green lawn on which each figure is standing, surround-
ed by a little stone wall in the middle ground; and a bold 
backdrop of the original serge (i.e. woollen cloth) colour 
showing in the distance, powdered with embroidered 

fig. 9 Dido tile design
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daisies. the serge backgrounds were chosen in two al-
ternative colour variations of green or dark blue. 

however, such alternative backgrounds of land and 
sea, like the one featured in Venus, could be reconciled 
within one scheme. Assuming that edward Burne-
Jones’s separate figurative embroidery series intended 
for Ruskin’s home at Brantwood was related to the Red 
house design concept, the artist’s account of it in 1863 
offers a good comparison for a resolution of similar de-
sign differences: ‘the ground thereof will be green cloth 
or serge and the fence of roses will run all along be-
hind the figures…All the ground will be powdered with 
daisies-only where Dido, hypsiphile (sic), Medea and 
Ariadne come there will be sea instead of grass and shells 
instead of daisies’.35 the sketch for the scheme shows the 
complete set of figures standing on a continuous sea-
shore alongside a continuous flowerbed (Birmingham 
Museums and Art Gallery, 1863, no. 1904P13, fig. 8). 

there is also a much earlier study by Burne-Jones 
for the figure of Dido, (tate, signed 1861, no. A01172), 
which was most likely a design for his painted tile of the 
same subject and size, manufactured by Morris, Mar-
shall, faulkner & Co. in the early 1860s (Private Col-
lection, c. 1861, fig. 9). together they provide more de-
tailed insight into the intended composition and colour 
scheme of the unrealised seashore embroidered back-
grounds (for the schemes intended for both Red house 
and Brantwood), and their correlation with their grass 
counterparts. notably, the spatial division of the back-
grounds in the Dido tile and the Venus painting bear 

very close resemblance to one another, following the 
format of three receding planes of seashore, sea and sky. 
Moreover, there are striking parallels between the paint-
ing and tile in the choice of colours of deep turquoise 
green and deep blue for the sea and sky respectively. the 
geometric spatial arrangement and palette of the Venus 
painting also tally with the receding planes and palette 
of the completed background of Lucretia (fig. 4), her 
feet standing on a green lawn, with a terracotta-coloured 
flowerbed before her and a dark blue serge backdrop be-
hind her. interestingly, although Venus is painted com-
ing out of the sea, her feet are depicted on top of the 
turquoise green waves, as if she were walking on water, 
providing a parallel with the other figures standing on 
the grass. the seashore in the painting is a most un-
usual colour choice, being the same distinctive hue of 
terracotta as the ground of the flowerbeds in Lucretia, 
Hippolyte and Flamma Troiae. this does not appear co-
incidental but rather a conscious design choice aimed at 
uniting Venus with the remaining figures. in fact, per-
haps ‘dragon’s blood’, rather than ‘terracotta’, would be 
a more fitting term to describe this colour, which would 
have been a dominant design feature in the Red house 
dining room as the colour of the enormous Gothic Re-
vival Dresser designed by Philip Webb. 

Moreover, the motif of the little white stone wall 
surrounding the lawns in the Castle howard embroider-
ies harmonises with the white foam outlines of waves 
where the sea meets the land in the Venus painting. it 
also seems plausible that the colour variations of green 
and dark blue serge were introduced as two alternative 

embroidery backgrounds with the aim of 
achieving a harmonious visual transition 
between the adjoining backdrop designs 
of Venus and the heroines standing on 
land. nonetheless it is uncertain whether 
the scheme would have included any other 
figures represented by the sea.

vII. tHe PaIntIng’s FunctIon and 
relatIonsHIP to tHe venus eMbroIdery

All of the above factors and design 
correspondences therefore indicate that 
the painted figure of Venus, including its 
background, was closely related to the 
projected Red house embroidery scheme, 
and specifically to the incomplete Venus 
hanging. however, the relationship be-
tween the Venus picture and the hanging 

fig 8 Burne-Jones’s sketch for the projected Ruskin embroidery scheme, 1863
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remains unclear. they display several differences, the 
most noticeable one being that the embroidery appears 
to be more sensual. With bright red full lips, pronounced 
philtrum and thick, flowing curly hair, the embroidered 
Venus calls for comparisons with Dante Gabriel Ros-
setti’s eroticized Venus Verticordia (Russell-Cotes Art 
Gallery, 1864-8, no. 1136), controversially merging 
the iconographies of Venus and eve. in fact, the pencil 
and ink studies of sensual facial features, drawn directly 
onto the linen support to the left of the embroidered 
Venus, may well have been sketched by Rossetti, who 
may have contributed to the imagery of the figure. the 
embroidered goddess also appears to be far more eng-
lish, and medieval, than its painted counterpart, nota-
bly being decorated with a wreath and garland made up 
of the symbolic tudor Roses (fig. 2.3 & 2.4). on the 
other hand, the picture shows the influence of Botticelli 
and italian Renaissance art and features delicate pink 
roses. More specific iconographic differences include a 
halo and a red rose in the sky depicted only in the em-
broidery (to the proper left of the figure, but not the 
painting. nevertheless they both share all dimensions 
and a virtually identical outline of the body. 

Although there are numerous representations of the 
subject in the history of Western european art, sharing 
similar iconography, Sandro Botticelli’s Birth of Venus 
(Uffizi, 1482-1485) would perhaps have been most ad-
mired by Morris’s circle. Botticelli’s work did not be-
come well known in england until the 1870s, but Dante 
Gabriel Rossetti was an early champion of his work since 
at least 1860.36 it is likely that Morris and his associates 
may have therefore seen the Venus Pudica (i.e. Birth of 
Venus) painting, sold through Christies in London as a 
Botticelli in 1863.37 notably, it featured a similar gar-
land of roses around the figure’s hips, which may have 

partially inspired the overall composition 
of both the embroidery and the painting.

So the intriguing key issues are, was 
the painting in a former incarnation the 
actual cartoon for the embroidery? if 
not, did the painting pre-date or post-
date the cartoon? Was it derived from 
the cartoon? if the painting did not pre-
date the cartoon, were the painting and 
the embroidery derived from the same 
cartoon rather than from one another? 
in response, there are four distinct pos-
sibilities regarding the origin, function 
and dating of the painting itself. it may 

have been created between 1860-5 either 
1) as a preparatory study for the projected 

embroidery, from which the actual cartoon would have 
been derived, 2) or as the original unconventional em-
broidery cartoon itself; 3) or it may have been a later 
reworking of the original preparatory study/cartoon cre-
ated by extensive retouching over it, or lastly, 4) it may 
have been painted from scratch as an independent work 
of art derived from the original embroidery cartoon as a 
template for the outline of the figure, which could have 
happened at any date between 1860-65 and the 1890s 
(thus being an experimental adaptation of the function-
al design). it is only through commissioning a specialist 
technical analysis in the future that definitive answers 
about the picture’s origin, dating, and relationship with 
the embroidery may be sought, although even in-depth 
technical examinations do not always yield conclusive 
results. 

Both Dufty and Parry expressed reservations 
about the function and dating of the Venus painting, 
with Dufty writing that ‘the medium of the painting 
might voice a doubt about the purpose of the design, 
for it is a picture and not a cartoon.’38 Parry remarked 
that ‘there is some question as to when the painting was 
completed, as it may have been done after the embroi-
dery’.39 Although May Morris refers to it as ‘Red house 
Venus Design W. M.’,40 which would support either of 
the first two hypotheses, the same Memorandum reveals 
May’s limited understanding and knowledge of the ico-
nography or provenance of the remaining Kelmscott 
Manor paintings, making a number of erroneous iden-
tifications. for example, May referred to an old Mas-
ter painting clearly representing the birth of the Virgin 
as ‘A Saint’s Death’ and listed ‘Spring’ by Breughel, a 
painting belonging to D. G. Rossetti, as a Morris family 
possession.41 Such limited understanding or interest in 

 Details figs. 11 & 12 See page 12 for full view.
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the genre of painting calls May’s categorization of the 
presently discussed picture into question. 

What further complicates trying to understand 
the origin and function of the picture and undermines 
May’s classification of it is the fact that Morris’s three 
remaining surviving cartoon designs for the Red house 
hangings scheme were consistently produced as draw-
ings on loose paper, using a varying mixture of paper-
based media including pencil, graphite, chalk, ink, 
brown wash and watercolour (i.e. Guinevere, tate, fig 7; 
Flamma Troiae, V&A; Artemis, tullie house Museum 
and Art Gallery trust (fig. 5)).42 in this context, the 
choice of the fine art medium of oil on canvas does not 
conform to Morris’s design practice for the dining room 
embroideries, or to the conventional cartoons from the 
period.43 Moreover, all of the above designs are known 
to have been retained by Morris & Co. until at least the 
1930s, and continued to be used by the firm as func-
tional designs in other decorative media, mainly stained 
glass. the Venus painting, on the other hand, is known 
to have belonged to May Morris since at least 1926, im-
plying that this was never a working design used by the 
firm, but rather a treasured Morris family possession 
passed to May by descent.44

An examination of the picture support provides 
some further yet inconclusive clues. the painting ap-
pears to be still on its original Victorian stretcher, which 
bears the label ‘Charles Roberson & Co. | Manufactur-
ers of Water & oil colours | Materials for Drawing and 
Painting | 99 Long Acre, London | and at 154 Piccadilly, 
W.’ Charles Roberson, suppliers of artists’ materials, 
did not open a branch in Piccadilly until 1889.45 this 

is crucial for the understanding 
of the relationship between the 
1860s embroideries scheme and 
the painting, as it means that if 
this stretcher is indeed original, 
the picture in its current form 
dates from after 1889.46 What 
further complicates any attempts 
to date the painting (and deduce 
its history) on the basis of its sup-
port, however, is that the canvas 
is lined.47 Due to the lack of his-
toric conservation documenta-
tion it is not clear if the lining 
dates from the Victorian period, 
or whether it was added during 
the course of the 20th century. 
this could only be determined 

through commissioning a more in-depth technical ex-
amination in the future. notably, Roberson’s also be-
came known for the lining and restoration of pictures, 
being listed as picture liners from 1853, and it was ad-
vertising testimonials of successful repairs from artists 
such as William holman hunt by the 1890s.48 Moreo-
ver, Roberson often lined canvases for artists before they 
were painted, supplying them as ‘lined’ as a preventive 
conservation measure, and for the same reason the firm 
also undertook the lining of paintings which were in 
the process of being created, or shortly after being fin-
ished.49 the possibilities are, therefore, either that the 
Roberson’s stretcher evidences a) the firm’s lining treat-
ment, carried out due to condition issues sometime after 
1889 on an earlier (previously stretched or unstretched 
(?)) canvas, possibly dating back to 1860-65; b) or that 
in fact the picture was not started until after 1889 and 
would have been painted directly onto a ready-made 
stretched canvas manufactured and supplied by Rober-
son’s (either purchased as a ‘lined’ double canvas at the 
outset, or the lining taking place some time afterwards 
and the stretcher being retained). 

vIII. evIdence oF collaboratIon and  
ongoIng PreoccuPatIon WItH venus

As already mentioned, the authorship of the figure 
design was ascribed to Morris by his daughter in the 
Memorandum, but whilst May’s expertise in the area of 
embroidery was reliable, her understanding of painting 
was not. nevertheless, this attribution is further sup-
ported by its very close compositional parallels with the 
bottom half of two other works by Morris — a life study 
of a male figure from the Sanford L. Berger collection 
(huntington Library, c. 1861, 2000.5.22, fig. 10) and 
his Artemis cartoon design (fig. 5). Also intended for 
the Red house dining room scheme, Artemis is identical 
to the painted Venus in terms of her body posture from 
the waist down, its outlines and size (they both measure 
80.5 cm from the waist to the bottom of the right foot). 
As previously demonstrated, Morris’s Nympha Florum 
also displays striking compositional parallels with Venus. 

the painting style and technique, however, show 
that edward Burne-Jones had a hand in the picture. in 
fact, the whole surface of the painting reveals his involve-
ment.50 Venus’s face is depicted in the style of the angel 
Gabriel from The Annunciation (‘The Flower of God’) 
(Private Collection, 1863, fig. 11) and Fair Rosamund 
(Private Collection, 1863, fig. 12), with an emphasis on 
the mouth and eyes and just an indication of nostrils, 
the latter painting also featuring roses similar to those 

fig 10 Study of Male  
figure by Morris
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in Venus’s wreath and garland. the sea creatures and 
corals on the beach evoke the watercolour Seven Days of 
Creation – Animal Life (Birmingham Museums and Art 
Gallery, 1862-3, no. 1927P469, fig. 13). the render-
ing of the sea, in terms of both the depiction of waves 
and the colour scheme is very close to Helen, Mermaid 
(tullie house Museum and Art Gallery trust, c. 1880, 
CALMG: 1949.125.454A, fig. 14), and also evokes The 
Mermaid Family (Private Collection, c.1880), the latter 
additionally including the motif of similar fish emerg-
ing between the waves. their creation coincided with 
the Burne-Joneses’ acquiring a second home in Rotting-
dean, near Brighton, which inspired the artist to paint a 
number of works on the theme of the sea. 

therefore it appears the Venus painting would have 
been jointly produced by William Morris and edward 
Burne-Jones, bringing together both friends’ icono-
graphic ideas and distinctive styles: the robustness of 
Morris’s cartoon designs with the delicacy of Burne-
Jones’s painting. Although the authorship of the Red 
house embroidery designs has been historically ascribed 
to William Morris, it is generally known that the deco-
ration of Red house as a ‘Palace of Art’ was a collabora-
tive effort between Morris and his artistic associates. in 
fact, edward Burne-Jones and his wife Georgiana visit-
ed Red house for several weeks for a working holiday in 
July 1860, shortly after the Morrises had moved in the 
month before, specifically so that the painter could help 
Morris devise plans and details of the whole internal 
decorative scheme.51 over the next five years Red house 
became a ‘home from home’ to the Burne-Joneses,52 who 
even contemplated moving in with the Morrises, into a 
separate wing which regrettably never materialized. it is 
therefore very likely that Burne-Jones and possibly Mor-
ris’s other friends who are known to have helped with 
decorating the house, such as Philip Webb and Rossetti, 
may have had input into the design of the dining room 
wall hangings.53

throughout some thirty years between c. 1860 and 
Morris’s death in 1896, Morris and Burne-Jones worked 
together as well as separately on a number of projects in-
volving the story and image of Venus in different incar-
nations, revisiting similar iconographic motifs, a num-
ber of which feature prominently in the Venus painting. 
this shared ongoing preoccupation with the subject, 
and the recurrence of specific iconographic motifs in the 
representations of Venus in their work, is testimony to 
their clear attachment to the goddess of love as well as 
the collaborative nature of creating her image. one of 
Burne-Jones’s earliest recorded treatments of the figure 

of Venus was the tile panel The Judgment of Paris, dated 
circa 1862, showing the goddess with a rose wreath on 
her head and long hair falling to her knees. this was 
done on behalf of Morris & Co. in partnership with 
Morris, who composed the descriptive verse surround-
ing the design.54 

from 1865 Morris and Burne-Jones also collabo-
rated on an illustrated edition of Earthly Paradise, for 
which Burne-Jones produced a number of drawings and 
woodcut designs for the story of Cupid and Psyche, in-
cluding representations of Venus. one of them, Venus 
Rising from the Waves (Birmingham Museums and Art 
Gallery, pen and ink, no. 1927P648.2, 1865, fig. 15), 
offers striking parallels with the Venus painting (and 
embroidery), with both figures standing in the same 
contrapposto pose, shown in three-quarter profile facing 
to the right, with their left arms being bent vertically 
upwards touching the hair. in both the drawing and the 
painting Venus’s feet are still in the water, but seemingly 
walking on the waves. the background of this drawing 
also features motifs shared with the Venus embroidery 
and painting design: a halo and a rose in the sky in com-
mon with the former, and seashells with the latter. 

in later life, Morris is known to have offered direc-
tion to at least one artist he collaborated with over the 
illustration of his own works in the form of the exten-
sive liaison with Charles March Gere over the News from 
Nowhere frontispiece (between 1892-3). Unsurprisingly, 
it is also documented that Morris offered his input into 
the Cupid and Psyche drawings. As recalled by May 
Morris: ‘even while he [Morris] was writing he saw the 
episodes as pictures and noted in his margins hints for 
the woodcuts that Burne-Jones and he were to make 
for the beautifying of his poems’.55 having visualized 
the episodes as illustrations, in several instances Morris 
even sketched roughly the way he wished a particular 
scene to be drawn, or made references to specific early 
printed or manuscript sources as possible inspiration 
for particular illustrations.56 Undoubtedly, the imagery 
of Burne-Jones’s drawing, Venus Rising from the Waves, 
would have therefore been a joint effort.

Burne-Jones subsequently revisited the Venus sub-
ject, producing his own Venus Anadyomene painting in c. 
1869-70 (Private Collection, fig. 16). Around the same 
time, in 1870 Morris prepared a Book of Verse contain-
ing illuminations of Venus as a personal gift for Geor-
giana Burne-Jones’s thirtieth birthday, which Watkins 
linked to the presently discussed Venus painting.57 no-
tably, the middle illumination of Venus emerging from 
the water bore a striking resemblance to the Venus Rising 
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from the Waves illustration for the Earthly Paradise, with 
an identical, although reversed posture (presumably in 
this instance the woodcut served as a model), as well as 
the details of shells, doves, and mountains in the back-
ground. Venus also recurs in Burne-Jones’ previously 
discussed Troy Polyptych, begun in 1872, which the art-
ist was to work on until the end of his life, containing 
an unfinished panel on the subject of the Judgement of 
Paris (Birmingham Museums and Art Gallery, 1872-
1898, oil on canvas, no. 1922P178). 

Although the illustrated edition of the Earthly Para-
dise did not materialize in either man’s lifetime, there 
were several sets of proofs of the ‘Cupid and Psyche’ il-
lustrations made circa 1887, which would have allowed 
Morris and Burne-Jones to revisit those early designs.58 
in fact, they resurrected the idea of the illustrated book 
following the foundation of the Kelmscott Press in 
1891, with edward Burne-Jones writing: ‘to the very 
last we held to our first idea, and hoped yet to see the 
book published in the Kelmscott Press in all the fullness 
of its first design’.59 Since Venus figures prominently in 
several of the Earthly Paradise tales, this again demon-
strates that the story of Venus and its image created by 
the two friends back in the 1860s would have continued 
to occupy a prominent place in their artistic imagina-
tion until the 1890s.

Last but not least, Burne-Jones’s Rose of Heaven, 
Venus and her doves amongst the stars watercolour from 
the Flower Book (British Museum, 1882-1898, no. 
1909,0512.1.5, fig. 17) is yet another treatment of the 
goddess. notably, its composition also appeared twice 
as an illustration to the 1896 Kelmscott Press edition of 
The Works of Geoffrey Chaucer (in the ‘the Knight’s tale’ 
and ‘the house of fame’), another joint project be-
tween Morris and Burne-Jones. it cannot go unnoticed 
that the overall effect of the Rose of Heaven, showing 
a fair figure against the backdrop of a dark blue sky, 
marked only with stars, relates very closely to the Venus 
painting, where the stars are replaced with white drops 
of foam. Appearing in different incarnations in a vari-
ety of media in joint projects, such as the Red house 
decorative scheme, Morris & Co designs, the planned 
Earthly Paradise illustrated edition, and the Kelmscott 
Press Chaucer, as well as each man’s own independent 
creative endeavours throughout the period of some 30 
years between the 1860s and the 1890s, the iconography 
of the painted Venus is certainly the result of a creative 
collaboration between Morris and Burne-Jones.

As the Venus picture intriguingly displays charac-
teristics of Burne-Jones’s distinctive style and technique 

from both the 1860s (chiefly the figure’s face, depiction 
of roses and water creatures) as well as the 1880s (chief-
ly the rendering of the sea), it is therefore most likely 
to have been originally created in the 1860s, and areas 
may have been subsequently reworked in the 1880s (per-
haps shortly following the possible Roberson relining, 
whose purpose remains unclear). it appears that the 
outline of the figure would have been transferred onto 
the canvas using the original, now lost, paper cartoon 
design for the wall hanging, with both the embroidery 
and the painting having been derived from the same 
common source rather than from one another. this is 
supported by the painted figure’s outlines being drawn 
in very strong black contour lines, reminiscent of the 
traces of the transfer on the unfinished embroidery, 
which in the case of the picture are made to look like 
an aesthetic feature. Moreover, the linear quality of the 
figure in the painting displays stylistic qualities of the 
surviving paper cartoons for the other heroines. Verify-
ing this hypothesis may only be possible as a result of 
a comprehensive set of technical analyses, involving an 
examination of the picture’s support, as well as infra-red 
Reflectography (iRR) to give an indication of whether 
a transfer technique was used. Making and digitising a 
tracing of the composition of the Venus painting would 
verify whether it was made from the same cartoon as 
the embroidery. examination under high magnification 
and taking cross-sections may show whether the paint-
ing was carried out in more than one phase.60 

notably, William Morris and edward Burne-Jones 
both opened personal accounts with Charles Roberson as 
early as in 1857, which they maintained over the period 
of some 40 years until their respective deaths. Addition-
ally, Morris took out a trade account on behalf of Morris, 
Marshall & Co., which operated between 14 october 
1862 and 27 August 1907. Burne-Jones executed some of 
his best known paintings on their marked canvases and/
or stretchers. it is not certain which of the two friends 
may have sourced the canvas and/ or commissioned the 
lining.61 however, the Roberson Archive at the hamil-
ton Kerr institute offers an illuminating insight. the 
Purchase Ledgers demonstrate fluidity between Morris’s 
and Burne-Jones’s accounts with the two men ordering 
materials for one another. on 22 April 1857, the day Wil-
liam Morris opened his Roberson’s account, it was Burne-
Jones, who had been a registered customer since January, 
who chose the first easel for Morris, no doubt having been 
entrusted with this responsible task by his friend, as the 
more experienced painter.62

in this essay i have considered the puzzling ques-
tions surrounding the function, dating, authorship and 
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iconography of the Kelmscott Venus. it remains unclear 
what the motivation would have been for Morris and 
Burne-Jones to undertake the painting together, but it 
is hoped that this article will generate discussion which 
may bring new archival material to light. Venus never-
theless provides unique testimony to another unexpect-
ed aspect of the otherwise well documented artistic col-
laboration between the two lifelong friends and Morris 
& Co. associates, in the form of what appears to be an 
experimental adaptation of a functional design as a tem-
plate for creating an easel painting originally produced 
in the early 1860s. Due to its ambitious scope, the Red 
house embroidery scheme was never completed, al-
though some of the finished embroideries and working 
cartoons found alternative uses, e.g., the St Catharine 
design was recycled for a stained-glass window, whilst 
the actual embroidery was transferred onto brown velvet 
and served as a portiere at the Burne-Jones house, the 
Grange.

in the light of the disappointment of having to leave 
Red house, and the effort that had gone into produc-
ing the decorative designs to beautify it, it is not sur-
prising that Morris & Co. went on to use a number of 
them, although not the Venus, for various other projects 
in the future. Could it be that the creation of the Venus 
painting was triggered by the eminent departure from 
Red house, and motivated by a desire to create a more 
lasting memento of the overall decorative scheme? the 
overarching theme presiding over the choice of all the 
decorative ideas envisaged for Red house was appar-
ently the subject of love — a most appropriate motif for 
a dream marital home, and Venus would have provided 
a fitting farewell embodiment of the idea of a ‘house of 
love.’ 

the fact that May Morris selected it from some 
1300 contents of Kelmscott Manor for her bequest of 
only 220 most treasured Morris family possessions to be 
preserved in the house to ‘perpetuate the memory of her 
famous father,’63 implies how highly prized Venus must 
have been to Morris himself, and stands as testimony to 
its overall significance.

Julia Dudkiewicz is a Ph.D. Candidate in Art and Cultural 
history at the University of the Arts London
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See also Linda Parry, William Morris Textiles, V&A Publishing, 
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 figs. 11 and 12. edward Burne-Jones , 1863. TheAnnunciation and Fair Rosamund ©Private Collection c/o Christie’s images Limited 

fig. 4 Lucretia, Hippolyte, and Helen of Troy (or Flamma Troiae), Red house Dining Room embroideries, worked by Bessie Burden, c. 1861, 
turned into a three-fold screen by Morris & Co in 1888. from the Castle howard Collection. By kind permission of the howard family.
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fig 17 Rose of Heaven by  
Burne-Jones (from flower Book)

fig 15 Venus Rising from the Waves 
by edward Burne-Jones,1865.

fig. 16 Venus Anadyomene by 
Edward Burne-Jones, c. 1869-70.

fig. 14 Helen, Mermaid, by edward Burne-Jones. oil on canvas, c. 1880,  
By kind permission of tullie house Museum and Art Gallery trust

 fig. 13 Seven Days of Creation – Animal Life by Edward Burne-Jones, c. 1862-3

fig. 1 Venus by William Morris and edward Burne-Jones. 
 By kind permission of the Society of Antiquaries of London

Details of fig. 23 & 2.4 Venus Red house Dining Room 
embroidery design worked by Jane Morris, c. 1860-65  

By kind permission of the national trust
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WiLLiAM MoRRiS’S tRAnSLAtion  
of VöLUSPá

Paul Acker 

William Morris is renowned for his translations of 
old icelandic sagas. Beginning in 1868 he collaborated 
with the icelander eiríkr Magnússon, translating family 
sagas such as The Story of Grettir the Strong and legend-
ary romances such as The Story of the Volsungs. he cop-
ied out the latter saga as a calligraphic manuscript (ox-
ford, Bodleian Library, Bodley MS eng. misc. d. 268), 
for which Charles fairfax Murray provided a fine initial 
depicting Sigurd just after he had killed the dragon faf-
nir (fol. 1)  Völsunga saga is in large part an old norse 
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prosification of the heroic poems of the Poetic edda, so 
Morris appended to his 1870 published translation of it 
some translations of eddic poems, such as “the Short 
Lay of Sigurd” and “the hell-Ride of Brynhild.” these 
poems from the heroic cycle of the Poetic edda were 
thus available to Morris as additional sources when he 
re-envisioned Völsunga saga in his well-known verse re-
telling, Sigurd the Volsung.

Less known than the saga translations — indeed, al-
most completely unknown — are Morris’s three transla-
tions of mythological as against heroic poems from the 
Poetic edda. none of these was published during his 
lifetime. in The Collected Works of William Morris, vol. 
7 (1911), May Morris reprinted The Story of the Volsungs, 
including the heroic “Songs from the elder edda.” in 
her introduction to the volume, May edited from manu-
script two of her father’s previously unpublished transla-
tions of mythological eddic poems: “Baldur’s Dream,” 
from the old norse Baldrs draumar (or Vegtamskviða 
as it was formerly called), 7.xxi-xxiv, dated 1871,1 and 
“the Lay of thrym,” from the old norse Þrymskviða, 
7.xxiv-xxxii. 

May found her father’s translation of a third mytho-
logical eddic poem, “the Prophecy of the Vala,” from 
the old norse Völuspá, only after the Collected Works 
had been published. Accordingly May added it to a 
supplementary volume she edited in 1936 (shortly be-
fore her death in 1938), called William Morris: Artist, 
Writer, Socialist (AWS; oxford: Blackwell, 1936; 1.543-
62). Morris’s draft manuscripts of these translations had 
been collected by May in a miscellaneous volume now 
marked British Library Add. MS 45318, which is conve-
niently reproduced in the William Morris Archive on-
line. on a page before “the Prophecy of the Vala,” May 
wrote down a note that she then included (in slightly 
revised form) in her introduction to the supplementary 
volume: 

“that Morris made renderings into english of some 
of the eddic lays, our readers of the Collected edition 
will already know; in the introduction to vol. Vii are 
printed Baldur’s Dream and the Lay of thrym from 
a rather rough draft. Since then another lay has been 
found which, unpolished as it is, shows that he was at 
work on this matter. the importance of the Völuspá 
above all other of these lays justifies the inclusion here of 
this line for line translation, made by my father.” [f. 31]

in the printed version of this note (AWS 1.9), May 
changed the last sentence to “line for line rendering 
made at that time, when my father’s mind was full of 

the matter of the north.” May deleted the phrase “above 
all other of these lays,” which however deserved to stand 
since the Völuspá is indeed the most important of the 
eddic mythological poems. it outlines the norse myths 
of the creation and destruction of the world, from the 
gaping void of Ginnungagap, the rising up of earth, sun 
and sky; the construction of golden Asgard by the gods; 
their creation of dwarfs and men; the war between the 
Aesir and the Vanir; the near abduction of freyja; the 
killing of Baldr; and the events leading up to the apoca-
lypse in Ragnarök and its aftermath. 

in this article i will take a closer look at Morris’ 
translation of Völuspa, beginning with a consideration 
of his source. As far as i know, Morris never cited the 
editions of old norse texts on which his translations 
were based. in the case of Völuspá, however, Morris hap-
pened to choose a somewhat renegade and thus identifi-
able edition of the Poetic edda, that of Svend Grundtvig 
from 1868.2 

Most strikingly, Grundtvig’s edition and Morris’s 
translation begin with what i will call the ‘Bugge shift’. 
in 1867, norwegian scholar Sophus Bugge had pub-
lished a highly regarded edition of the Poetic edda, one 
that for Völuspá printed a critical edition, followed by 
diplomatic transcriptions of the text in the two medi-
eval manuscripts, the Codex Regius and hauksbók, fol-
lowed by the stanzas and paraphrases found in Snorri’s 
edda, and lastly an “excurs” (pp. 33-42) that proposed 
a re-ordering of the poem’s stanzas.3 Mainly on the basis 
of the eddic poem Baldrs Draumar, Bugge detected a 
theme of ‘epic beginning’ (p. 35), in which odin first 
obtains a prophecy from a seeress. As it stands in both 
manuscripts, Völuspá begins instead with the seeress 
addressing an audience of gods and men, without any 
overt prompting from odin. Bugge argued, however, 
that there were remnants of the proper beginning in 
stanzas 28 and 29, in which a seeress sits outside alone 
and odin offers her treasures. then, since the stanza 
about the seeress heiðr (22) did not seem to him to be-
long after the one about Gullveig, Bugge recommended 
moving stanza 22 to first position. the poem would 
now begin with a named seeress, heiðr (the heathen one 
or the bright one) who sits alone until odin pays her; 
only then does she begin to address the gods and men, 
in the stanza that appears first in the manuscripts and 
most printed editions. 

Bugge’s proposed shift, which he did not in fact 
adopt in his own critical edition, has seemed a complete 
non-starter to most scholars, including theodor Möbius 
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who reviewed the work in the first volume of Zeitschrift 
für deutsche Philologie (i (1874) 408). for a later critic 
like the icelander Sigurður nordal, writing in 1923, 
heiðr in st. 22 was a “travelling spae-wife” (99), a seer-
ess who travelled among humans as part of the new cult 
of the Vanir, with whom the Aesir went to war. She fig-
ures in only one stanza (22) and is not the speaker of the 
poem.4 nor is she the embedded seeress from the past 
who begins speaking about Baldr in stanza 31, in the 
opinion of contemporary scholars like Ursula Dronke, 
writing in 1997 (99-101).5

nonetheless the Bugge shift had a brief afterlife. 
Bugge had been sending pages of his edition as they 
were published to his younger Copenhagen colleague 
Svend Grundtvig, who would make use of them in a less 
detailed, “handbook” edition of the Poetic edda pub-
lished in 1868. in return, Grundtvig had been checking 
into some manuscript details for Bugge while the lat-
ter was in norway. When Grundtvig published his own 
edition, he adopted the ‘Bugge shift’ in his single, edited 
text of Völuspá. he followed Bugge in most points but 
occasionally inserted variants from the other Völuspá 
manuscript, hauksbók, by which one can tell that Mor-
ris is following Grundtvig rather than Bugge, or the one 
other edition i know to have incorporated the Bugge 
shift, that of Karl hildebrand from 1876. Grundtvig 
continued to employ the Bugge shift in his revised sec-
ond edition from 1874. Although that revision only 
makes a few textual changes, again one can tell Morris 

Charles fairfax : one-eyed, grey-bearded odin  
with his ravens on his shoulders

was using the first edition, and indeed probably com-
posed this translation of Völuspá in about 1870 when, as 
May Morris reports, he was translating the heroic poems 
from the edda (Collected Works 7.xx).

Much has been written about Morris’s style as a 
translator of saga prose, in particular his archaistic vo-
cabulary, supplying direct but sometimes semantically 
imprecise cognates of norse words, often on the basis 
of Middle english terms from Chaucer and Malory, 
or Scots dialect words.6 to my mind the practice is a 
little more palatable in his poetic translations, where one 
reads at a slower pace and tolerates poetic differences in 
word order and vocabulary. As examples in his first few 
stanzas, Morris renders spá, prophecy, as spae, a Scots 
dialect word; veit ‘know’ as wot, an archaism; and Hvers 
fregnið mik, ‘What do you ask me’, as “What wouldst 
thou of me?, which has a definite Shakespearean or Bib-
lical ring (King James version). the stanza that in most 
editions occurs first reads thus, followed by Morris’s 
translation (from the MS; i provide variants from the 
version published by May Morris, MM):

Grundtvig 1868 
hljóðs bið ek allar 
helgar kindir, 
meiri ok minni 
mögu heimdallar; 
viltu, at ek, Valföðr! 
vel fram telja 
forn spjöll fíra, 
þau er fremst um man.

Morris st. 4
“i bid all be hushed
of the holy children, [MM kindred]
Both the more and the less,
Erst born of heimdall!
Wilt thou, Valfather
that i tell well and duely [MM duly]
old wisdom of men,
As far forth as i may?

the archaisms Morris uses in this stanza, which i 
have emphasized in bold face (bid, erst and wilt thou), 
were still part of the poetic vocabulary for Romantic 
and Victorian poets. in the following stanza, Morris 
presses his luck a bit more: 

Grundtvig 1868
ek man jötna 
ár um borna, 
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þá er forðum 
mik fœdda höfðu; 
níu man ek heima, 
níu íviði,
mjötvið mœran 
fyr mold neðan.

Morris st. 5
“i mind the giants
Yore agone gotten,
Who in the days bygone
Brought me to birth.
of nine worlds i mind me,
of nine trees wide-spreading,
And the noble life-tree
Down neath the mould.

Mind and mind me are poor renderings of old 
norse man, the ordinary word for ‘remember’; ‘yore ag-
one’ doubles up for ár, ‘of yore’ or just ‘long ago’; while 
mould for old norse mold meaning ‘earth’ is or was 
a current enough archaism, especially in Scots english, 
one which Morris used frequently as in for instance his 
translation of the ballad “Mother under the Mould.” 
But rather than carp about the usual Morris excesses i 
will present one more stanza, a famous one, that Morris 
renders tastefully enough in my view:

Grundtvig 1868
Brœðr munu berjask
ok at bönum verðask,
Munu systrungar
Sifjum spilla;
hart er í heimi:
hórdómr mikill,
Skeggjöld, skálmöld,
Skildir ‘ru klofnir
Vindöld, vargöld,
Áðr veröld steypisk.

Morris st. 44
Brethren shall fight
And be bane of each other, 
Cousins moreover
Kinship shall spill: 
A hard while in the world,
A while of great whoredom;
An axe-age a spear-age;
Shields shall be cloven;
A wind-age a wolf-age
Ere the world sinketh!

the one false step here (arguably) is translating 
norse spilla as ‘spill’. the oxford english Dictionary 
records that the meaning of english spill as ‘destroy’ 
fades out around the year 1600. it reappears in the nine-
teenth century but only in two quotations, from Mor-
ris himself! the other archaisms are still current, bane 
more in the sense of ruin rather than murderous ruin, 
but the meaning is clear enough; brethren for brothers, 
which Morris no doubt liked as an old vowel-changing 
plural, like norse brœðr, plural of bróðir. Morris’s use 
of while for ‘a space of time’ is added for alliteration; 
nowadays it can only be used nominally with modifiers 
like a great while but again the word is comprehensible 
and can stand as an idiosyncratic Morrisism. Most im-
portantly the rhythm and sound patterns are effective as 
they must be for such a memorable stanza.

We might wonder what effect having translated 
Völuspá had on Morris’s other writings. in Sigurd the 
Volsung, for instance, characters often allude to the end 
times at Ragnarök, as when Volsung says of his sword 
“Yea this shall i have in hand / When mid the host of 
odin in the Day of Doom i stand” (i.1.201-2).7

the last battles of Ragnarök were and to a degree 
still are a generally known feature of old norse mythol-
ogy and Morris like his Victorian contemporaries might 
simply have read about them in handbooks. A rather 
closer paraphrase of the poem, however, from a stanza 
discussed above, reads as follows: 

“And the axe-age and the sword-age seem dead  
a while ago,

And the age of the cleaving of shields, and of  
brother by brother slain,

And the bitter days of the whoredom, and the  
hardened lust of gain” (Bk iii).8

further, an allusion not to the end times but to the per-
haps less well known first times, as reported by the seer-
ess in Völuspá, occurs when Signy ponders “whence had 
the Aesir birth,/ And the Vanir and the Dwarf-kind, 
and all the folk of the earth?” (i.4.869-70). the cata-
logue of the Dwarf-kind in this first section of Völuspá 
has since become fairly well known since J.R.R. tolkien 
drew upon it for the names of his own dwarves in The 
Hobbit. As we know, tolkien first came to his love of 
all things northern after having read a summary of Völ-
sunga saga in Andrew Lang’s 1890 Red Fairy Book, based 
on Morris’s translation of it.9

in addition to Sigurd the Volsung, i have also been 
reading through Morris’s prose romance The House of the 
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Wolfings, another favorite text of tolkien’s as it happens. 
the archaic vocabulary Morris employed in these ro-
mances or proto-fantasies was a direct result, it seems to 
me, of his experiments in translating old norse texts. in 
stanza 40 of Völuspá, for example, Morris translates old 
norse ljóri or ‘roof-vent’ as ‘luffer’, a variant of the more 
usual french loan-word louvre. i notice Morris also uses 
this word in The House of the Wolfings, where he writes 
“and above each hearth [was] a luffer or smoke-bearer 
to draw the smoke up when the fires were lighted” (ch. 
1).10 the internal gloss “or smoke-bearer” represents one 
of Morris’s few concessions that readers would not oth-
erwise have a hope in hel of knowing what he means by 
his chosen verbal oddity. A main character in The House 
of the Wolfings, who is called the “hall-Sun,” is, like the 
main speaker in Völuspá, a prophetess or “vala” as Mor-
ris rendered it, although (as our dictionaries now tell us) 
the correct nominative from the genitive völu- is in fact 
völva not vala. A warrior named toti refers to the hall-
Sun as a vala in talking to fellow warrior Wolfkettle (ch. 
7). the hall-Sun herself had, like the seeress in Völuspá, 
recounted ‘the first thing she remembered’, after which 
she challenged her interlocutor with the words “wilt 
thou have me babble again?” (ch. 5), a somewhat dis-
tant reminiscence of the norse völva’s persistent refrain 
which Morris had rendered “Know ye yet, or what know 
ye?” (st. 24, etc.). 

for his eddic translations, as against his saga trans-
lations, Morris did not make beautiful calligraphic cop-
ies accompanied by decorated initials, borders and illus-
trative miniatures. he did however translate and copy 
out the prose Ynglinga saga by Snorri Sturluson, which 
tells of norse gods such as Baldr and odin. for the copy 
now kept at the Society of Antiquaries in London (MS 
906, olim Kelmscott house 50), Morris planned a num-
ber of illustrations of the norse gods but only managed 
to get Charles fairfax Murray to paint one of them (p. 
15). it portrays one-eyed, grey-bearded odin with his 
ravens on his shoulders, and it ended up looking not a 
little like Morris himself.

Paul Acker is Professor of english at Saint Louis University, where 
he teaches old english, old icelandic, and history of the english 
Language.

endnotes

1. in the manuscript BL Add. MS 45318, William Morris wrote 
out three translations of Baldrs Draumar; the second is entitled 
“the Lay of Way Wearer” and dated by Morris Sunday feb. 
19th 1871.

2. Grundtvig, Svend, ed. Sæmundar Edda hins fróða (Copenhagen, 
1868).

3. Bugge, Sophus, ed. Sæmundar Edda hins fróða (oslo, 1867).

4. Sigurður nordal, “three essays on Völuspá,” tr. B.S. Benedikz 
and J.S. McKinnell, SBVS 18.1-2 (1970-71): 79-135. the article 
translates “the weightiest material” (79) from Sigurður’s edi-
tion of 1923, rev. 1952. on p. 99, Sigurður specifically rejects 
Bugge’s proposed re-ordering.

5. Ursula Dronke, ed. The Poetic Edda. Vol. 2: Mythological Po-
ems (oxford: Clarendon, 1997).

6. Randolph Quirk points out that “many of the most striking and 
unfamiliar words in Morris are not, properly speaking, archa-
isms at all: they are rather cases of the re-introduction … often 
with new meanings and into new environments, of words or 
word-elements from a past so distant that they are virtually new 
words to the modern reader” (“Dasent, Morris, and Problems of 
translation,” SBVS 14 [1953-57] 64-77 at 70).

7. i cite Sigurd the Volsung from the William Morris Archive on-
line.

8. the allusion was noted by J[oyce] M. S. tompkins, William 
Morris: An Approach to the Poetry (London: C. Woolf, 1988), 
p. 266. 

9. i discuss this nexus of tolkien, Lang and Morris in an article 
forthcoming in Tolkien Studies, concerning tolkien’s recently 
published Sellic Spell, a fairy-tale version of Beowulf.

10. i cite from the edition in the William Morris Archive online.

neW teAChinG MoRRiS ViDeoS! 

Jane Carlin and Jason Martinek

the teaching Morris initiative is off to a great start. 
the steering committee—Jane Carlin, florence Boos, 
and Jason Martinek—is pleased to provide you with an 
update. the initiative began in the spring of 2014 with 
the goals of providing a clearinghouse for already avail-
able Morris-related teaching materials, and supporting 
the creation of new ones.

one of our first endeavors was turning parts of G. 
D. h. Cole’s lectures about Morris into a series of video 
shorts. the lectures were brought to our attention by 
Jack Walsdorf, who had them in his Morris collection. 
Cole, most well known as an oxford University profes-
sor and fabian socialist, was converted to socialism after 
reading news from nowhere when he was fifteen. he 
spent the late 1910s and early 1920s working on behalf 
of guild socialism, which drew direct inspiration from 
Morris’s ideas. Morris remained a powerful intellectual 
touchstone for the rest of his life. he even had a bust of 
Morris in his personal library. 

the first video features how Cole framed Morris’s 
theory of art, the second focuses on Morris’s socialist ac-
tivism, and the final one examines the Kelmscott Press. 
“the gist of William Morris’s theory was that, to the 
fullest practicable extent,” Cole explains in the first vid-
eo, “everything that men made ought to be ‘a joy to the 
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maker and to the user. he wanted the common objects 
of everyday use to be beautiful, so that people would en-
joy making them as well as using them.” his admiration 
for Morris comes through powerfully in these lectures. 
Cole’s socialism, like Morris’s, rested on the pillars of 
creative self-expression, democracy, and fellowship.

Jane Carlin is the Director of the Collins Memorial Library of the 
University of Puget Sound and a current member of the U. S. Wil-
liam Morris Society governing committee.

Jason D. Martinek is Associate Professor of history at new Jersey 
City University. he is the author of Socialism and Print Culture in 
America, 1897-1920, and serves as President and treasurer of the 
William Morris Society in the United States. With Jane Carlin, he 
co-chairs the teaching Morris initiative.

eXhiBitionS AnD ConfeRenCeS

A hAiRCUt, AnDY WARhoL AnD 
WiLLiAM MoRRiS MUSINGS ON 

ANARCHY & BEAUTY: WILLIAM MORRIS 
AND HIS LEGACY, 1860 – 1960.

Jane A. Carlin

You might wonder what a haircut, Andy Warhol 
and William Morris all have in common? Read on - you 
may be surprised!

on a recent visit to my daughter who resides in Lon-
don, i scheduled a visit to the exhibition “Anarchy & 
Beauty: William Morris and his Legacy, 1860 – 1960,” 
curated by Morris scholar fiona MacCarthy at the na-
tional Portrait Gallery. My trip to the capital was brief, 
just one week, so i scheduled my Morris visit near the 
end of my visit to ensure i would be fully recovered from 
jet lag. My daughter, in an attempt no doubt to assure i 
was suitably chic for the London scene, arranged a hair-
cut for me with a well-known London designer, Jimo 
Salako, recently profiled in Vogue online shortly after 
my arrival. 

My jet lag was compounded by an unexpected lay-
over in Shannon, ireland due to an “emergency” land-
ing. Adding a layover of 8 more hours to an already long 
trip challenged my recovery, so when asked to sit in the 
hair dresser’s chair, i almost fell asleep. however, my 
ears soon perked up as Jimo started discussing the art 
and design of hair and how he looked at his work as 
part of a larger design community. he talked about how 
strongly he felt about creating a space where both de-

signers and artists could share their work and wares, so 
much so, that he had attended a lecture at the national 
Portrait Gallery earlier in the month to hear turner 
Prize winning artist Jeremy Deller talk about his two 
major influences: Andy Warhol, and yes, you guessed it, 
William Morris! imagine my surprise to be awakened 
from my reverie (just like in News from Nowhere) to hear 
my designer talking about the influence of Morris. Del-
ler, a well-known British artist, curated an exhibit enti-
tled “Love is enough: William Morris & Andy Warhol” 
at the Modern Art oxford gallery which was on display 
from December 6, 2014 – March 8, 2015. in a nutshell, 

Deller draws connections between these two artists who 
were his greatest influences. in his mind, Morris and 
Warhol both collaborated with other prominent art-
ists of their time to promote new ways to think about 
the artist and his/her relationship with the studio and 
the factory. Morris did so as a craftsman and through 
his rejection of industrial practices, and Warhol did so 
through the activities set up by his own “factory.” But 
the real point of this story is that this is an example of 
how the legacy of Morris lives on, even in a hair salon 
on 85 George Street in London. hence, a testimonial to 
the relevance of the exhibit“Anarchy & Beauty: William 
Morris and his Legacy, 1860 – 1960.”  

the entry to the exhibit is flanked by a large scale 
image of the Socialist League membership card. Upon 
entering the exhibit space, the viewer is greeted with 
the penetrating portrait of Morris by George freder-
ic Watts as well as a caricature of Morris by edward 
Burne-Jones and a photograph by frederick hollyer: all 
showing different aspects of Morris’s personality. the 
exhibit focuses on the influence Morris had on social 
change, but also provides an excellent chronology of his 
accomplishments from early days of work with Philip 
Webb and design of the Red house, through his later 
years and work on the Kelmscott Press. fiona MacCar-

Andy Warhol: flowers & William Morris: wallpaper design “Acanthus”
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thy, perhaps the most notable contemporary scholar of 
Morris, provides the viewer with insights into the art-
ist’s efforts to improve living conditions, and to promote 
social justice and women’s rights; and brings into focus 
the many individuals who worked alongside Morris on 
these causes. MacCarthy gives attention to many of the 
women that were part of the movement; including Lily 
Yeats, Mary Lowndes, Sylvia Pankhurst, and Morris’s 
own daughter, May.

for the Morris scholar, the artifacts on display might 
not be new, but the thoughtful integration of themes, 
alongside references to so many individuals, offers a new 
perspective on the influence of Morris. to be sure, the 
exhibit is about Morris and his legacy, rather than the 
objects he created. But there were several surprises to 
behold. for example, the worn sandals of edward Car-
penter, an individual that Morris greatly admired for his 
commitment to social causes including gay rights. Mor-
ris’ worn leather satchel takes center stage in one of the 
exhibit cases and you can just imagine Morris filling it to 
the brim with papers from the Socialist League, which 
are on display beside it. no Morris exhibit is complete 
without reference to the Kelmscott Press, and a copy of 
the Chaucer is on display alongside a cabinet designed 
by C. f. A. Voysey. this little-known oak cabinet in 
the collection of Cheltenham Art Gallery & Museum 
was built 1899, to house a copy of the Kelmscott Chau-
cer, and it is truly a special piece for one of the world’s 
most beautiful books. other unique items in the exhibit 
include the handwritten Socialist Diary of Morris (on 
loan from the British Library) and his gold-tooled, hand 
bound copy of Karl Marx’s Le Capital.

the second half of the exhibit focuses on the in-
fluence of Morris on modern movements and weaves 
together how his ideals helped shape the Garden City 
movement to the festival of Britain, and showcases the 
influence Morris had on some of Britain’s most prolific 
post-war designers and critics such as terence Conran, 
hugh Casson, Sir herbert Read and Stanley Morrison.

the exhibition catalogue is attractive and substan-
tial and is a must for all Morris scholars. the meticulous 
research and high standards of scholarship are reflected 
in the detailed references, footnotes and bibliographies. 
the catalog is well illustrated and with many color 
plates. A section of biographies of individuals represent-
ed in the exhibition is extremely helpful as is the author’s 
own personal recommendations of books on Morris. 

“Anarchy & Beauty: William Morris and his Leg-
acy, 1860 – 1960”  not only provided seasoned Morris 

aficionados with a new way to think about his influence, 
but also did well to introduce a new generation of Mor-
ris scholars to his legacy. finally, this exhibition demon-
strates by example how his ideals and influence are alive 
today, even in such an unlikely place as a hair salon in 
the center of London! 

uK MorrIs socIety syMPosIuM:  
MorrIs In tHe 21st century

Michael Robertson

“William Morris touched on every important as-
pect of late Victorian society except for revealed religion 
and vegetarianism.” So began the introductory remarks 
of Jan Marsh, president of the William Morris Society, 
at the symposium “William Morris in the 21st Centu-
ry,” held on September 5, 2015 to celebrate the Society’s 
sixtieth anniversary. Aimed at attracting attendees from 

across the U.K., the event was held at the Birmingham 
and Midland institute, founded in 1854 for “the Dif-
fusion and Advancement of Science, Literature and Art 
amongst all Classes of Persons resident in Birmingham 
and the Midland Counties.” the institute occupies a 
handsome redbrick Victorian building in central Bir-
mingham, and its egalitarian educational mission and 
comfortably shabby meeting spaces provided a welcom-
ing space for a series of talks that focused on the con-
temporary relevance of Morris’s visionary politics.

Ruth Levitas of the University of Bristol began by 
quoting a recent letter to the press that asserted, “the 
movement does not make enough use of Morris,” a 
claim that her talk “All for the Cause” endorsed. At the 
same time, her many photographs of political demon-

Jan Marsh
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preferred the label Communist. noting that when he 
utters the C-word in his classes, visiting American stu-
dents tend to recoil in shock, Pinkney then questioned 
why not only American undergraduates but also sea-
soned Morris scholars avoid the term. the answer, he 
suggested, comes down to two names: Stalin and Mao. 
however, recent political theory offers possibilities for 
“de-demonizing” Communism in the twenty-first cen-
tury, in particular the work of Alain Badiou (The Com-
munist Hypothesis), Slavoj Žižek  (in The Idea of Com-
munism), and Jodi Dean (The Communist Horizon). 
Pinkney suggested the need for a scholarly dialogue 
between Morris studies and contemporary Commu-
nist thinkers and, more boldly, called for a new journal 
of William Morris studies and a new Morris society. 
he reiterated a recent comment in his blog “William 
Morris Unbound” that we need a journal that is “con-
temporary rather than historical, political rather than 
antiquarian — and thus, in my view, much truer to 
the spirit of Morris himself.” he offered two possible 

names for the new 
society: the Wil-
liam Morris Com-
munism network 
or the William 
Morris Commu-
nism Project. its 
aim would be to 
realize Morris’s 
eloquently sim-
ple statement of 
Communism’s es-
sence in his pam-
phlet “Why i Am 
a Communist”: 

“the habitual and full recognition of man as a social 
being, so that it brings about the habit of making no 
distinction between the common welfare and the wel-
fare of the individual.”

owen holland, who recently assumed the editor-
ship of the Journal of William Morris Studies after com-
pleting his doctorate at Cambridge, spoke on “Mor-
ris and education.” holland argued that Morris saw 
education in both instrumental and utopian terms. in-
strumentally, education serves as preparation for revo-
lution, as seen in the Socialist League motto “educate, 
Agitate, organize.” Regarded as a utopian practice, 
true education would involve the withering away not 
only of schools but of any concept of education as a 

owan holland

strations festooned with banners that carried Morris’s 
image or quotations from his work showed that he re-
mains an influential figure among at least some sec-
tors of the British Left — certainly within the Morris 
Society itself, which regularly brings its large “Socialist 
League hammersmith” banner, a copy of the one vis-
ible in photographs of Morris and his comrades in the 
late 1880s, to demonstrations in support of the Cause. 
the Society’s timebending banner is deliberately pro-
vocative: “You don’t exist anymore!” one historically as-
tute stranger exclaimed at a demonstration. the banner 
elides time, highlighting the connections between so-
cialists’ struggles in the late nineteen century and issues 
facing progressives today. Quoting from the manifestos 
of the Socialist League and the hammersmith Social-
ist Society, as well as Morris’s political lectures, Levitas 
argued for Morris’s relevance in 2015, when the lack of 
a unifying vision within the British Left is reflected in 
the Labour Party’s poor showing in the recent general 
election. Signs of change, she argued, were visible in 

the support for committed socialist Jeremy Corbyn in 
the campaign for a new Labour leader. William Morris, 
Levitas suggested, offers a model of hope for transfor-
mation that is needed by Britons at a time of harsh reali-
ties and lowered expectations – a conclusion that served 
as leitmotif of the entire symposium.

Jan Marsh introduced tony Pinkney of the Universi-
ty of Lancaster as a “contrarian,” and Pinkney obligingly 
delivered a provocative talk that generated considerable 
discussion. he began “William Morris and the Return 
of Communism” by quoting Phillippa Bennett’s recent 
observation that that “the word Communism appears 
to be studiously avoided in relation to Morris, with the 
more palatable Socialism being the sole term of choice,” 
then provided a flurry of evidence that Morris himself 

Ruth Levitas
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separate realm of life, as seen in News from Nowhere 
and in the League’s manifesto, which proclaims edu-
cation to be a means of “drawing out . . . men’s varied 
faculties in order to fit them for a life of social inter-
course and happiness.” the bulk of holland’s talk was 
devoted to drawing out the contemporary implications 
of Morris’s ideas about education. he built on Pierre 
Bourdieu’s theory of the two hands of the state, in which 
the “right hand” is its technocratic, repressive apparatus, 
while the “left hand” contains traces of past struggles, 
such as those for universal, free public education. hol-
land suggested that one danger faced by contemporary 
activists protesting against government cuts to educa-
tion is that they will limit their aims to propping up 
the state’s left hand. Morris, in contrast, attacked both 
the left and right hands of the state, striking at its capi-
talist foundations. holland, like the symposium’s other 
speakers, stressed the value of – indeed, the imperative 
need for – William Morris’s visionary utopianism in the 
twenty-first century.

the symposium’s fourth speaker, visual artist Da-
vid Mabb, described his exhibition Announcer, which 
was then showing at the William Morris Gallery in 
Walthamstow. Announcer, which consists of thirty large 
canvases, juxtaposes pages from the Kelmscott Chaucer, 
pasted directly onto the canvas, with Mabb’s greatly en-
larged painted reproductions of Russian Constructivist 
artist el Lissitzky’s illustrations for For the Voice (1923), a 
book of revolutionary poems by Vladimir Mayakovsky. 
Mabb provocatively excised all of edward Burne-Jones’s 
illustrations from the pages of the Kelmscott Chaucer, 
leaving blank spaces that heighten the dialogue between 
the two Communist artists Morris and Lissitzky.

Mabb is not the only one engaged in fostering di-
alogue between the work of William Morris and that 
of more recent artists. Just around the corner from the 
symposium, attendees could visit “Love is enough: 
William Morris and Andy Warhol” at the Birmingham 
Museum and Art Gallery, an exhibit curated by turner 
Prize-winning artist Jeremy Deller. Visitors to the ex-
hibit could be forgiven a certain amount of skepticism in 
advance: What could Morris and Warhol possibly have 
in common? As the exhibit brilliantly demonstrated, the 
answer is, quite a lot. the first sight confronting visitors 
as they entered the exhibition was two portraits of wom-
en: one a large Warhol silkscreen of actress Joan Collins, 
the other an unfinished Dante Gabriel Rossetti painting 
of Jane Morris as “La Donna della finestra,” a charac-
ter in Dante’s Vita Nuova. the juxtaposition of the two 
works highlighted the exhibition’s central conceit: what 

medievalism was to Morris and his circle, hollywood 
and celebrity culture were to Warhol and his associates.

the masterworks of this extensive exhibition were 
the Birmingham Museum’s extraordinary group of holy 
Grail tapestries, produced by Morris & Co. in 1890-94. 
these enormous, vividly colored wall hangings depict 
the adventures of the Round table knights in their quest 
for the Grail, from “Summons” to “Attainment.” in 
counterpoint, Deller showed examples of Warhol’s fas-
cination with the Kennedys, including the way he scis-
sored out a portrait of Jacqueline Kennedy from his copy 
of a book about the Kennedy White house -- regarded 
at the time as an American Camelot – for use in one of 
his many “Jackie” silkscreens.

the exhibition revealed other parallels that Deller 
finds between the two artists: both were, in his words, 
“publishers, writers, propagandists” who had the aim 
of making art “part of daily life.” Crucially, both were 
“collaborators,” and the exhibition implicitly argued 
that Morris’s activities as principal of Morris & Co. and 
overseer of Merton Abbey foreshadowed Warhol’s work 
at the factory and that both men challenged cultural 
valorization of the solitary artist. in a scene from a video 
on the making of “Love is enough,” which played con-
tinuously in a back room, Deller assembled a group of 
Morris and Warhol experts in the oxford Union library 
and played a guessing game: he read aloud quotations 
about the artist’s role in society and challenged the ex-
perts to guess whether Morris or Warhol was the author. 
in every case, they guessed wrong.

Whatever the extent of one’s agreement with Deller’s 
contention that Morris should be regarded as “a multi-
media artist in the vein of Warhol,” “Love is enough,” 
like the Morris Society’s Birmingham symposium, dem-
onstrated the ongoing fascination with William Mor-
ris and his contemporary relevance as both artist and 
political thinker.

Michael Robertson is professor of english at the College of new 
Jersey. his group biography of William Morris and three contem-
poraries, “the Last Utopians,” is forthcoming from Princeton Uni-
versity Press.
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fonthiLL CAStLe AnD  
the MoRAViAn PotteRY

Jane Carlin

Morris, where you least expect it!

on a recent visit to the east Coast, i happened to 
visit Doylestown, Pennsylvania and discovered the in-
fluence of William Morris in the rolling and bucolic 
countryside just outside of Philadelphia. fonthill Castle 
and the Moravian Pottery & tile Works, the home and 
pottery of henry Chapman Mercer, maintain the values 
of the Arts & Crafts movement and showcase how the 
movement Morris put in place in england manifested in 
the United States.

Built between 1908 and 1912, fonthill Castle was 
the home of henry Chapman Mercer (1856-1930). 
Chapman was not only a keen business man but a col-
lector and independent scholar known for his interest 
in both anthropology and archeology. Mercer built 
fonthill both as his home and as a personal museum 
to showcase the work produced by the Moravian Pot-
tery. the building, known locally as “the castle,” was 
designed by Mercer using  an eclectic mix of medieval, 
Gothic, and Byzantine architectural styles.

in the early 1890s Mercer was appointed the Cu-
rator of American and Prehistoric Archaeology at the 

POETRY IN BEAUTY: THE  
PRE-RAPHAELITE ART OF MARIE 
SPARTALI STILLMAN oPenS At 

DeLAWARe ARt MUSeUM

Margaretta Frederick

on friday, november 6 
the first retrospective of 
the work of Marie Spar-
tali Stillman opened at the 
Delaware Art Museum. 
Co-curators Margaretta 
S frederick, Chief Cura-
tor and Annette Woolard-
Provine Curator of the 
Bancroft Pre-Raphaelite 
Collection at the Museum 
and Jan Marsh, noted Pre-
Raphaelite scholar who is 

currently working on the Late Victorian Catalogue at 
the national Portrait Gallery in London presented on 
the making of the exhibition which has been underway 
for the last seven years. Much of Spartali Stillman’s work 
has been lost to public view and a significant portion 
of the research involved locating paintings, which have 
not been seen since the artist’s lifetime.  Although best 
known as a model to many of the Pre-Raphaelites, the 
exhibition clarifies Spartali Stillman’s significant pres-
ence within the Pre-Raphaelite circle, situating her work 
amongst the artists who viewed her as a fellow profes-
sional. Also revealed is her presence in the American art 
scene, developed through a network of professional con-
nections and a prolonged exhibition presence. the cura-
tors gave informal tours, engendering lively discussion of 
Spartali Stillman’s life and work. the audience included 
Stillman family members and descendants (the young-
est age 4!), collectors, lenders and Victorian art enthu-
siasts. on the Saturday following, Jan Marsh presented 
a lecture entitled “Marie Spartali Stillman: Degrees of 
Separation from Julia Margaret Cameron to Virginia 
Woolf,” with tea following. Programming continued 
through the close of the exhibition on January 31, 2016, 
including a lecture by Joanne Lukitsh on “the image of 
a Woman Artist: Julia Margaret Cameron’s Photographs 
of Marie Spartali” on thursday, January 21.

the exhibition will travel on in reduced form (UK 
loans only) to the Watts Gallery, Compton, Guildford, 
Surrey where it will be on view from March 1–June 5, 
2016.

“Self Portrait,” Marie Stillman
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University of Pennsylvania. he left the Museum in the 
latter part of the decade, however, to devote himself to 
collecting historic artifacts and promoting the beauty of 
handmade items. Mercer believed that American society 
was being destroyed by industrialism, and founded the 
Moravian Pottery and tile Works in 1898. the Pottery 
produced handmade tiles and promoted the spirit of the 
Arts & Crafts movement. tiles are still made by hand 
there today.

As Donald D. Jackson noted in a 1985 Smithson-
ian article, “henry Mercer Makes More Sense as time 
Goes on,”  “Periodically Mercer is forgotten … then 
rediscovered.” 

— Jane Carlin

DO not want art for a few, any 
more than education for a few, 
or freedom for a few.

00 William Morris   

I

This limited edition broadside was printed by hand on the original  

Kelmscott Press 

upon commission of the William Morris Society, U.S.  

Portrait drawn and engraved by

 Steven Lee-Davis.  November, 2014.

no. ____ of ____

the WMS-US commissioned an original broadside 
engraved portrait of Morris by Steven Lee-Davis, a for-
mer student of Barry Moser and printer at the Roycroft 
Shop in east Aurora, new York. these have been print-
ed at the original Kelmscott Press, now at the Rochester 
institute of technology in Rochester, new York.

the portrait, measuring approximately 3¾ x 3¾," 
is printed on 8 x 11" paper and accompanied by a quota-
tion from Morris.

100 numbered and signed copies only have been 
issued and will be sold to benefit the William Morris 
Society. Copies are $50 each plus $5 shipping. order 
from: Jane Carlin, Director, Collins Library, University 
of Puget Sound, tacoma, WA 98416.

tiles at fonthill, Moravian Pottery and tile Works
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A powerful reappraisal of radicalism in the life and work of William Morris.

To Build a Shadowy Isle of Bliss casts new light on the political radicalism and social thought of nineteenth-century art-

ist, author, and revolutionary, William Morris. Standing on the cusp of a new wave of scholarship, this book presents 

an exciting convergence of views among internationally renowned scholars in the field of Victorian Studies.

Balancing variety and unity, this collection reappraises Morris’s concept of social change and asks how we 

might think beyond the institutions and epistemologies of our time. Though the political significance of Morris’s cre-

ative work is often underestimated, the essays in this volume showcase its subtlety and sophistication. Each chapter 

discerns the power and novelty of Morris’s radicalism within his aesthetic creations and demonstrates how his most 

compelling political ideas bloomed wherever his dexterous hand had been at work - in wallpapers, floral borders, 

medievalist romances, and verse. Morris’s theory and practice of aesthetic creation can be seen as the crucible of his 

entire philosophy of social change. 

To Build a Shadowy Isle of Bliss
William Morris’s Radicalism and the Embodiment of Dreams

Edited by Michelle Weinroth and Paul Leduc Browne

Arts and Crafts Architecture  
History and Heritage in New England
Maureen Meister
“In her portrait of a group of architects who practiced in Boston while promoting the English Arts and Crafts movement 
a century ago, Maureen Meister weaves sensitive descriptions of construction details and materials that convey her 
intimate familiarity with the subject.” —Architecture Boston

The first study of the origins and multiple expressions of New England’s Arts and Crafts architecture

This book offers the first full-scale examination of the architecture associated with the Arts and Crafts movement that 
spread throughout New England at the turn of the twentieth century.

news from nowhere In HungarIan 

We are proud to announce that the 
first hungarian translation of News from 
Nowhere has just appeared, prepared 
by the 2013 Joseph Dunlap fellowship 
winner Roland Csanálosi of eszterházy 
Károly College in hungary. Csanálosi’s 
translation was also the subject of two 
short conferences which brought attention 
to News from Nowhere and other aspects 
of Morris’s writings. fortunately, this is 
the first of several planned translations of 
Morris’s works into hungarian.
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Announcements

arts and craFts tours WIll sPonsor  
tHree trIPs In 2016. 

1. British 19th Century Tiles and Ceramics. May 
8–17, 2016. 

2. The Festival Daniou, July 30th to August 12, 
2016. the festival will feature Baroque music 
played on original instruments. the tour will em-
phasize architecture of the period and highlight the 
connections between Scotland and france. 

3. Scotland and the Lake District, September 
10–19, 2016  

in addition, two more embroidery programs with 
elizabeth elvin are planned for 2017, based at naworth 
Castle. for more information, contact artsandcrafts-
tours@gmail.com.

Pre-raPHaelIte/MorrIs FacebooK Page In russIan. 

Anna Matyukhina has taken Morris and the Pre-Rapha-
elites to Russian social media! the page features daily 
updates and Pre-Raphaelite images from many sources, 
and has already gathered more than a hundred follow-
ers. the site is available to all at vk.com/william_mor-
ris, and those who have access to a mobile phone may 
sign in as followers.

FIrst russIan translatIons oF  
MorrIs’s Prose roMances 

Anna Matyukhina sends the welcome news that 
Alexey Aristov and the eksmo Publishing house of 
Moscow has brought out a major 829 page volume of 
Russian translations of Morris’s prose romances: the 
Wood Beyond the World, Child Christopher and Gold-
ilind the fair, and the Well at the World’s end. Anoth-
er volume is tentatively planned to include the 1996 S. 
Likhacheva translations of Water of the Wondrous isles 
and the Story of the Glittering Plain. for more infor-
mation on Morris Russian translations, see the “World-
wide Morris” Russian page at www.morrissociety.org/
russian. 

cHInese translatIons oF MorrIs’s Prose roMances

from China comes the gratifying news that the Guten-
berg library is sponsoring a series of translations of 
Morris’s prose works into Chinese, providing millions 

of potential readers with access to his works. translator 
Yun Deng is at work on The Well at the World’s End, 
and other volumes will follow. the Gutenberg Project 
in Chinese may be found at http://g.yeeyan.org/ and 
the books translated will be published and available in 
Amazon Kindle format as well as htML.

A LittLe Job for wiLLiAm morris:  
A memoir of robert CAtterson-smith 

A new book by Ronald Sly has been issued by Jones 
and Sons of hertford.

With few exceptions all the Burne-Jones drawings 
for the Kelmscott Press books were translated into black 
and white by Robert Catterson-Smith for the use of the 
block cutter W. h. hooper. this book describes Robert 
Catterson-Smith’s work for William Morris in the pro-
duction of books for the Kelmscott Press, including the 
Chaucer. With 211 pages; 96 color plates.

the book is presently available as a softback, hard-
back, and e-book. to order, please write reception@rc-
scollection.co.uk.

“tHe World’s Most  
beautIFul booK” reborn

the Bradford exchange Press is pleased to announce 
the release of a new facsimile of “the Kelmscott Chaucer”. 
Perfectly recreated from a first edition copy of William Mor-
ris’ 1896 printed masterpiece The Works of Geoffrey Chau-
cer Now Newly Imprinted, it is now available in its original 
grand size of 439mm high x 306.8mm wide and 55.9 mm 
thick with all pages and illustrations by edward Burne-Jones 
for $595. the most recent original offered for sale went for 
more than $175,000 dollars at auction. to learn more please 
visit bradfordexchange.com/products/117820017_the-
kelmscott-chaucer-first-edition-replica.html
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CALLS foR PAPeRS:  
MoDeRn LAnGUAGe ASSoCiAtion ConVention  

PhiLADeLPhiA 5-8 JAnUARY 2017 

craFt and desIgn In lIterary study: tHe legacy oF WIllIaM MorrIs 

the William Morris Society will sponsor a guaranteed conference session at the 2017 MLA on the topic of 
“Craft and Design.” We seek papers using craft or design (histories, theories, methodologies) as an approach to liter-
ary study, or exploring the relationship between literature and craft/design. We are particularly interested in papers 
that convey Morris’s ideas about, or his place within craft, design, and/or the Arts and Crafts Movement. Send ab-
stracts and c. v. by March 15th, 2016 to l.hughes@tcu.edu.

FroM France:  
a MorrIs saga set to MusIc 

for the first time, a Morris translation is being set to 
music. A french musician, Adrien Perinot, is composing 
an icelandic-themed musical album based on Morris’s 
version of the Ere-Dweller’s Saga (eyrbyggja Saga). Ap-
propriately rendered in extreme metal, the saga is placed 
in the context of its historical background of Vikings and 
icelandic pre-Christian spirituality. for information on 
this ongoing project, see www.askrinn.com. 

beautIFul and useFul: tHe lastIng legacy oF WIllIaM MorrIs and tHe art oF tHe booK

Special Session Co-sponsored by the  
Book history, Print Cultures, Lexicography forum and the William Morris Society

We seek papers on Morris, his contemporaries, and/or his transnational successors (e.g., the Anglo-American Arts 
and Crafts Movement, Jugendstil or Art nouveau book design, and current fine arts presses). We are particularly in-
terested in how concepts embodied in Morris’s design of the book and the influence of manuscript culture have been 
translated across literary and artistic periods. Considerations of paper, inks, bindings, and type fonts are also welcome. 
Send 1-2 page abstracts and a c.v. (2-page max.) by March 15 to demaria@vassar.edu and l.hughes@tcu.edu 

CALL foR eSSAYS: PRoJeCteD MoDeRn LAnGUAGe ASSoCiAtion 

aPProacHes to teacHIng WIllIaM MorrIs voluMe:

After our successful January 2016 Modern Language Association session on “teaching William Morris,” the 
William Morris Society in the United States seeks to propose a “teaching William Morris” volume for the MLA 
Approaches series. We wish to include essays on a wide variety of teaching methods and approaches to teaching Mor-
ris’s legacy in art, art history, poetry, fantasy and utopian fiction, translation, and social and economic justice. essays 
may be illustrated and should be 10-15 pages in length. for consideration, please send 1-2 page abstracts and a c. v. 
by June 1st, 2016 to jmartinek@njcu.edu.

2016 morris societY Announcements

the new president of the 
William Morris Society, 
U.S., Jason Martinek, 

Associate Professor of 
history, new Jersey City 

University.



the LAst Word

In Honor oF tHe ParIs clIMate conFerence, deceMber 2015: 

What brings about luxury but a sickly discontent with the simple joys of the 
lovely earth? What is it but a warping of the natural beauty of things into a perverse 
ugliness to satisfy the jaded appetite of a man who is ceasing to be a man — a man 
who will not work, and cannot rest? Shall i tell you what luxury has done for you in 
modern europe? it has covered the merry green fields with the hovels of slaves, and 
blighted the flowers and trees with poisonous gases, and turned the rivers into sew-
ers; till over many parts of Britain the common people have forgotten what a field 
or a flower is like, and their idea of beauty is a gas-poisoned gin-palace or a tawdry 
theatre. And civilization thinks that is all right…

“the Society of the future,” 1887

hiStoRY AnD PoetiCS in the 
eARLY WRitinGS of  

WiLLiAM MoRRiS, 1855–1870

Florence S. Boos

florence S. Boos’s History and Poetics in 
the Early Writings of William Morris, 1855–
1870 examines Morris’s literary develop-
ment in the context of his Victorian con-
temporaries, probing the cross-influences 
of temperament, cultural ambiance, early 
reader reactions, and his restless search for 
an authentic poetic voice. Boos argues that 
to understand this development, we must 
understand how Morris reinterpreted and 
transformed medieval history and legend 
into modern guise. in doing so, Morris 
preserved a duality of privacy and detach-
ment—the intimacy of personal lyrics and 
the detachment (and silences) of historical 
judgment.  

ohio State University Press


